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A thank you to the team of Admins & Mods who have quietly helped in the last 

year. So thanks to Ken Lund, Richard Fuller, Chris Reynolds, and Ron Morrison. 

The key statistics of the Corbin 39 group are: 

 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

 Nov 2019 May 2020 Dec 2020 Feb 2022 Jan 2023 

Boat photo ~80 ~100 128 143 154 

FB Group ~0 98 161 249 285 

Email list ~35 ~47 61 72 83 

Finance : 

 cash 

 minus loan 

 balance 

 

£13.97 

£945.43 

-£931.46 

 

£132.08 

£945.43 

-£813.35 

 

£328.52 

£945.43 

-£616.91 

 

£99.40 

£445.43 

-£346.03 

 

£335.96 

£445.43 

-£109.47 

The Facebook Group has an average of just over one new post per day (up a 

smidge over last year) and approximately 80 viewings etc per day (unchanged). 

The Group remains “private” rather than “public”. I do worry that we are poor 

at capturing important info from the FB Group and archiving it into the website 

– these big commercial web platforms can have abrupt changes of fortune. The 

website gets about 800 users per quarter, 72% coming from search engines, 

typically spending about 5-minutes per page, with consistent high page ranks. 

In the course of the last year another 11 boats have been located with a photo, 

and many of these slotted into the sequence. Resolving the unknowns is well 

worthwhile, so please help if you can. 

Joan and I have just updated the accounts which I will put on the website. Joan 

has managed to swallow all the website fees this year into her Tincleton Gallery 

costs: we owe her many thanks. Various donations and sales listings fees have 

come in. The balance is still going in the right direction. Thank you as follows: 

Donation, Marc Svare (#191, "Bjorn") (£100) 

Donation, Jonathan Mau (#23, “Simmerdim”) (£100) 

For Sale Listing, Steve Monson (#12 “Barnfind” / “La Verite”) (£50) 

For Sale Listing, Dany Bourassa (#020, “Nordic X”) (£50) 

For Sale Listing, Nathan Terry (#159, “Corail IV”) (£50) 

 

Near the end of this newsletter you will find a brief updated analysis of the 

Corbin 39 fleet selling prices etc. Analyses such as this depend on you sharing 
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information with us, and on you trusting to keep some of that information 

confidential and private. Thank you very much for that trust. It is pleasing to see 

that the For Sale posts on the website seem to assist the relevant boat sell. 

This year I snagged a selection of the photos that came in to make the collection 

in this newsletter. Unusually I’ll start with a photo of my own, where we 

managed to put Bockra in the water for 1-hour in November to test a few things. 

A storm was coming in so that is all the time we got.  

 

#123 “Bockra” in Preveza, Greece for a very brief float and engine test with a storm bearing down ! 

 

At the end of the newsletter you will find some historical info contributed by 

Kirk Tierney, the first owner of “Unicorn”. A mixture of info about the fitting out 

process they used, their travels, and a tale of one storm they encountered. 

Once again that is quite enough writing by me, so can I wish you all a happy 2023 

with hopefully lots of enjoyable time out on boats. 

Yours aye, 

David Sharman   (#123, Bockra) 

admin (@) corbin39.org 
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#16 “Honah Lee II” and #135 ”Necessity” in Vero Beach, Florida 

 

 
#200, ”Complicité” in Vanua Balavu, Fiji 
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#85. “Trustworthy” on home mooring in Newington, taken from #144, “Cormorant” 
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#149, “Stella” in Subic Bay, Philippines after initial fixing up 
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Fixing the rudder on #149, “Stella” 
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#149, “Stella” on night passage in storm from Subic towards Cebu, Philippines 
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#149, “Stella” on passage from Subic towards Cebu, Philippines 

 

 
Rebuilding & recoring the deck on #126, “Reimagined”. The dark sheets being used to replace the 

original marine ply core are Coosa Bluewater 26lb/cu ft.  
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Another season over, lifting out #71, “Santy Anna” 
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#146, “Nordan” breaking cover very smartly after a restoration 
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#187, “Lagerhead” in Fairhaven, New York 

 

 
#49, “Hanna” off the "Bay of 100 Waterfalls" on the west coast of Raiatea, French Polynesia 
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#88, “Fleur du Golfe” 
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Eli Simon on #147, “Wawenoc” in Panama 

 

 
#178, “Dawn Flight” in Nanaimo 
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#61, “Cosmic Debris” headed south from Canada towards Mexico, this is Punta Colonet 

 

 
#61, “Cosmic Debris” enjoying the warm waters of Bahia San Juanico, Baja California Sur 
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#12, previously known in the community as “Barnfind” emerges and is christened “La Verite” 

 

 
#12, “La Verite” heading south through the USA; here at Fort Madison, Iowa on the Mississippi River 
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#12, “La Verite” in the river, Diamond Island in Tennessee River 

 

 
#28, “Arjuna” and #56, “Callipyge” at Lunenberg, Nova Scotia 
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#28, “Arjuna” went to the Caribbean in early 2022, and again at the end of 2022 

 

 
#174, “Anakena” 
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#143, has returned to “Alianna” and is now homeported in Sweden 
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#311. “Abenaki” near Singapore 
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#5, “Witch of the Wave” 

 

 
#89, “Joker” 
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#151, “Noomi” at anchor in Abel Tasman National Park in New Zealand 
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Sales Volume and Pricing 

We have continued to methodically record sales of Corbin 39s - both selling 

events, and listings of them for sale. 

The individual sales outcome information is not being published as many owners 

wish that to remain confidential. Therefore, just like email addresses, we keep 

that private. Listings on the other hand are normally fair game as the whole 

world can see boats that are put up for sale ! There are though some exceptions 

to even this, and there are some listings which are kept private but which have 

been shared with us. So please continue to send us this data as you buy or sell a 

boat and then we can continue to offer this service to the Corbin 39 community. 

A big thank you for everyone who has trusted us. 

This year we identified 10 boats that newly listed on the market, and 11 that 

sold. Of the 10 that listed during 2022 some 7 have sold the same year, two sales 

came from ones were listed in 2021, and one each from 2015 and 2018 listings. 

Two of the sales were for minimal prices. As of the end of 2022 we believe there 

are currently 11 hulls for sale, and two of unknown status. 

 

Some infills of past sales were also included during the year. 

Volumes of listings and sales appear relatively constant, and also the stock of 

for-sale boats. During 2022 those that listed, and those that sold were a 

representative cross-section of the mix of the Corbin 39 fleet. 

All prices have been converted to USD for the updated anonymised scatter plots 

of listing and selling prices. 
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We will update this analysis in the future provided that owners send us their 

sales listings and prices achieved.   
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Kirk Tierney writes to us about some history 

Kirk Tierney, the first owner of “Unicorn” was in touch during the year. It seems 

we must have mis-identified “Unicorn” as being #80, as she was likely moulded 

in about 1985 or so. Therefore she is more likely in the range #160-#170 or so. 

We don’t know the names of the other two boats (see below) or their owners, 

but if anyone can help identify that would be good. 

About fitting-out 

We [three separate owners] bought three hulls from Marius Corbin, and they 

were of course fabricated at the 'Corbin les Bateaux works', bare hull. 

I believe that this was prolly in the spring of 1985. Two of the three hulls were 

pilothouse (PH), one was centre-cockpit (CC). We moved all three hulls to a 

fabrication location about 15 minutes from Corbin, and it took less than two 

years to build them all, working as a team of three owner/builders plus three 

expert labourers plus our family and friends.  

Down the week, the experts wanted us gone, and from Friday morning to late 

Sunday, we descended on Alain Deronde's custom yacht-building operation for 

owner-builder mayhem. Deronde's facility included warehousing (a clean barn) 

for all the parts and a woodworking shop and metal fab shop and a full-access 

platformed inside heated assembly area for the boats (with an overhead crane). 

It was hopping busy, and in charge of us all was a very experienced professional 

custom builder -- Alain Deronde. We owners worked three days a week, full 

time, with two people per owner team (three teams) plus Deronde's three plus 

our occasional friends. We ordered the thousands of marine parts and materials 

jointly. Deronde could do anything, but we did the installations, plumbing and 

wiring and rigging, painting, etc. Deronde did the cabinet-making from bare hull 

on up. We proposed designs, he approved. 

My boat [Unicorn] was launched in the summer of 1988 on Lake Ontario, and by 

late in that year, we made our way to the Annapolis area in order to head into 

the ICW. Heading south while still commissioning it all was rather a messy life. It 

was a slow trip down the ICW, anchoring out and building, then moving south 

as winter came down. I wanted to be able to do *anything* while offshore; this 

worked out well. 

All the boats met up in the Ft. Lauderdale area and then we cruised back and 

forth to the Bahamas repeatedly as a shakedown. We all anchored and 

continued the building-up near the land of cheap boat parts (Florida). Honestly, 

the Unicorn was mostly commissioned at sea, anchored somewhere or other. It 

was important for me to be able to fix anything in remote places. A very good 

idea. 
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 … and about use  

[Kirk fitted out Unicorn with his wife] from 1986 to 1988. Sailed it about 30,000 

NM including Canada, the USA, Caribbean, Transatlantic, Azores, Spain, Med, 

France, North Sea and UK, and then African West coast to Caribbean, South 

America, then USA and back to Canada. 

[He relates a tale from sailing Unicorn]. This one [below] refers, of course to The 

Unicorn on a transatlantic leg. She was, over the years, several times in deadly 

storms, in rogue waves and even in a hurricane (mercifully holed up in the 

backwaters) that wrecked Charleston. And of course, a whole lot of wonderful 

weather and marvellous people most of the time. We sailed her far and moved 

her frequently, but I think this story may be succinct enough and detailed 

enough. Dangers were as much within the mindset of the crew as with the boat 

itself. The Unicorn, well-crewed, was a rock-solid vessel even in a serious or scary 

pounding.  

Of course, one can reasonably safely sail by staying in the right places and 

seasons, but the Unicorn was sometimes in the wrong places out of necessity, 

and I really trusted her because I know exactly how she was built and crewed. 

At one point We had to go 1500 NM without a boom, but that was less of a 

problem than one might think, fortunately; there was no panic. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

“Proud” 

We are alone on the sea in an evening, sailing for the Azores -- few hundred 

miles NNE of Bermuda, with over a week still to go. Our sails are barely full, so 

they are all out on a gentle broad reach. The moisture-laden warmth, drawn 

from Gulf Stream waters, is with us. Slow, brightly-luminous swirls in our wake 

enchant us -- bewitch us, maybe, as siren-songs of green-white flashes with a 

magic carpet feeling. It is beautiful. But, it is dangerous; I know. 

Not those lovely swirls. Rather, the lack of wind as the evening sky quickly 

“lowers” out of nowhere in particular. The wild mare’s tail clouds of earlier 

today. The heavy fall of high mist, with no stars and no wind. A hot sweaty 

edginess to the air. And then -- the boom of thunder in the indistinct distance; I 

know. I know that we must get ready for a fight. 

Down below, tucking in for the next six hours, after a fine meal, my wife Jill, and 

my long-time friend Tony, are feeling that sleepy ease which comes with a full 

stomach, once the sun sets at sea. I put the generator on, charging the banks of 

batteries. The quiet hum is comforting, and I turn the air conditioning on for my 

crewmates, knowing it will hasten their sleep. Quietly, I lay out the foul weather 

gear in the pilothouse -- mine and theirs. Quietly, I rig the safety lines, running 
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down the centre-line of The Unicorn. As the thunder booms, there's lightning in 

the distance -- and still no wind. 

The Unicorn is a tough cutter rigged bluewater yacht. Very tough. Heavy and 

stiff in rough waves and weather. Two “jibs”, one much larger than the other. 

An ample heavy-fabric mainsail. Strongly rigged in everything, she was designed 

and rigged for very long voyages. 

Lightning beckons me outside; now it's in well-formed bolts. I gear up and take 

in a double reef of the main -- readying for a triple. I roll the larger Genoa jib 

down to half-size. Quietly, I go down to check the hatches and vents, pausing to 

watch my brave sleeping lovely. 

The waves build, but still no wind; I know. 

I take down a position-fix -- plenty of sea room. Then, I quietly disconnect all the 

electronics at the large breaker panel. One set of mast-head running lights 

remain, and also the primary autopilot with its massive anti-surge protection, 

but everything else, including radios and most batteries ... off ... air-gapped -- 

disconnected. 

Lightning strikes nearby. and then ... Bang! The wind lashes us in an instant and 

from an unexpected quarter. Raining hard now, and twenty ... thirty knots ... 

more in just minutes... fifty knots! Now I can't tell any more. Hail. This is the 

downdraft of a massive thunderhead; a wind that is not reliably directional. A 

lightning strike abeam. 55-foot mast. Metal. Lightning strike. 55 feet but a big 

discharge grid. Lightning strike. Torrential rain. Howling. The terrors arrive. 

Third reef of the main. Terror. Genoa jib in. Lightning. Boooom! No delay; a bolt 

just beside us. About 55 feet of a metal mast and antenna. Terror. Staysail jib is 

as tough as nails. Terror. Busy though, now that I am in the fight; The Unicorn 

and I are on one team, and she will not fail us. I have no choice; it's Game On. 

Lightning. Boooom! Terror. 

I haul the boomed staysail jib across -- crossed up, and I “sheet-in” the now-tiny 

mainsail at the centerline. I air-gap the big autopilot, to save it. I "heave-to", 

putting The Unicorn “in irons”, pressing her sideways against her own keel. She 

is, for a while, like a fortress wall shielding us -- yet I cannot even see her bow 

anymore. 

Lightning. Boom! Near. Terror. We fight on; The Unicorn will not fail us, and I 

will not fail her. Not going to happen. Terror. Flash-Boooom! Reeling in flash-

blinding shock. Flash! Boom!... 55 feet... will not fail ... terror and the rigging 

wails as the wind brings waves of thunderheads over. Time passes in terrors, 

shall not fails, flashes and boooms! 
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The lightning fades away to further ahead, and the wind steadies "at the howl" 

-- driving rain and wailing howl. I take her out of irons and run to the north. Too 

fast! Almost no sails up and still way too fast. Dangerous. The autopilot is back, 

strongly back on, but the short-backed waves build tall, rapidly, from astern. I 

know this one -- it's time to alert the crew. Tony comes up dressed – he’s been 

wondering when I would call. Two is the right number. I need his muscle and his 

presence. 

We rig a long trailing loop of heavy rope behind The Unicorn, looped forward 

'round large, smooth cleats built amidships on either side. Cleats that were 

made extra tough for this. The pull on the hundred and fifty feet of looped rope 

is at times far more than one man can handle, but there are winches for that, 

and two men. Soon, dangerous tensions will be placed upon it. 

The wailing wind rips the tops off the ocean, constantly salt-blinding us. It is 

Tony’s turn for the terrors, but he will not fail us. 

Onto the big loop, rigged via heavy clip-around snatch-block pulleys, we throw 

a heavy anchor to hold the loop underwater, and even hang two car tires on it, 

dragging deep behind. And then we add even more "stuff" onto the tow loop. 

The very heavy loop is now a huge drag that slows us down. Nine knots down to 

five or six. The steering becomes balanced, and with a click or two Tony tells the 

autopilot to steer relative to the downwind, and he lowers its power-consuming 

sensitivity. I can see that he is already over the terrors, thinking ahead. 

Navigation lights and electronics go back on. Plenty of sea room. We can fight 

all night, 'Uni and I -- but Tony gets to go back to bed because this is my watch. 

Coffee and a dash-or-three of rum. 

I am not afraid now. I am proud that, for the first time in my life, I know that I 

am brave enough when there is no off-switch for the terrors. For a man, that is 

really important -- yes it's a macho thing. Proud. 

By three AM, we are back on course, re-rigged normally after Tony comes up on 

his watch. I hand us over to him. He will not fail us. I know. 

So I close my tired eyes. Proud of us. Jill is deep asleep. 

- Contributed by Kirk Tierney 

=============================== 

 

Safe sailing to all in 2023 


